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[Run] Now the things I do to make me a star
And you could be too if you know who you are
[Kid Rock] Like a bum on the corner big boy in the car
(car)
See the ki ki Kid Rock with the Bawitdaba
We are hard as raw, what you saw is law
[Run] Once again my friend, it's Dj Run on tour
[Kid Rock] like Dj Run's his name
[Run] and Kid Rock is his
[Kid Rock] He's DMC, it's like that
[Run] and that's the way it is

[Kid Rock] Beats get ya ? hurrah

[Run:] Jay

[Kid Rock:] homes eatin' Joe's, the punks on this Rover

[Run:]

Jay, Run, and D M C that's

[Kid Rock:] ne ne never been a time like this that's so
vital

[DMC:] I'm the king of rock

[Run:] cause that's my title
Then take account
One two three

[DMC:] Jam Master Jay, Run DMC

[Kid Rock:]
YEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH

[Run:] YOU SEE IIIIIII

[Kid Rock:] want respect

[Run:] and
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[Kid Rock:] but then you're all like a ball that I have
checked

[Run:] and the shots that they take have no effect

[Kid Rock:] some punk tried to dunk but he broke his
neck
Cuz I rock harder, and I roll farther
You wanna battle Kid Rock bitch don't bother

[Run:] don't waste your time, messin' with my rhyme

[Kid Rock:] the only kick you'll get outta this

[Run:] is in your behind

[Kid Rock:]
YEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH [with
"Run D"
Throughout]

[DMC:] Run Run DMC

[Kid Rock:] fire plagues my name is worldwide
When we yes yes y'all we rock it all night

[Run:] the other MC's doin' rock n roll (roll)
Its Run DMC, Kid Rock patrol
Dj Run till I'm done DMC's the soul
Got MTV on remote control (control)
Platinum platinum can't mess with gold
We never let go of the mic's we hold
Our joints get played cause the __
DMC spittin' flames while your jams is cold
Over 30 million records worldwide we sold
Daryl Mac, Jam Jay, and my name is Joe
The other MC's know about the show
Hook the turntables up to the telephone pole
Rock a rhyme 99 till it's time to go
Cuz ___Dj Run got a rhyme to flow
I come from a school that they call the old
DMC's deva devasted mic control
I come from a school that they call the old
We never let go of the mic's we hold
I come from a school that they call the old
Over 30 million records worldwide we sold
I come from a school that they call the old
It's Run DMC Kid Rock patrol (patrol patrol patrol patrol
patrol patrol
Patrol patrol)



[Kid Rock:]
YEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH

[Run:] I come from a school that they call the old

[DMC:] dum diddy dum diddy diddy dum dum

[Run:] you see IIIIIII

[Kid Rock:] want respect

[Run:]

[Kid Rock:] but then you're all like a ball that I have
checked

And the shots that they take have no effect

[Kid Rock:] some punk tried to dunk but he broke his
neck
Cuz I rock harder and I roll farther
You wanna battle Kid Rock bitch don't bother

[Run:] don't waste your time messin' with my rhyme

[Kid Rock:] the only kick you'll get outta this

[Run:] is in your behind
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